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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a processor architecture that is suitable for next generation embedded applications, especially for personal information devices such as smart phones, PDAs, and handheld computers. Latest high performance embedded processors are developed to achieve high clock speed. Because increasing performance makes design more difficult and induces large overhead, architectural evolution in embedded processor field is necessary. Among more enhanced processor types, out-of-order superscalar cannot be a candidate for embedded applications due to its excessive complexity and relatively low performance gain compared to its overhead. Therefore, new architecture with moderate complexity must be designed. In this paper, we developed a low-cost SMT architecture model and compared its performance to other architectures including scalar, superscalar and multiprocessor. Because current personal information devices have a tendency to execute multiple tasks simultaneously, SMT or CMP can be a good choice. And our simulation result shows that the efficiency of SMT is the best among the architectures considered.

1 Introduction

Using simple RISC processors as CPUs for personal information devices such as smart phones, PDAs, and handheld computers is one of the major applications of embedded processors. The characteristics of application programs are similar to that of desktop computers and the need for high performance is getting stronger. However, the limitation in chip size and power consumption prevent the handheld computers from applying more powerful processor cores as their CPUs. The latest commercial processor, ARM11 core, adopts single-issue in-order scalar architecture which is the simplest form among current processor types. Current architectural evolutions in this kind of processors concentrate on increasing clock speed through deeper pipelines [1]. Some embedded processors employ high performance out-of-order superscalar technique that induces large chip area and design complexity. However, they are mainly used for network/communication equipments or home game machines that are neither mobile nor battery-powered. Due to their complexity, these processors cannot be used for handheld devices. Therefore, new processor architecture that boosts
architectural performance while suppressing the complexity under the affordable level is needed.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, previous works are described. In section 3, architecture models that we simulated are presented in detail. Section 4 shows our simulation methodology and workloads. And after we present simulation results in section 5, section 6 concludes.

2 Previous Works

Most conventional embedded processors adopt simple scalar architecture with 3 to 5 stages of pipeline. These processors can work well when applications are limited to simple personal data management and when multi-tasking is not necessary. However, because mobile internet and multimedia applications are getting popular, personal information devices are requested to cover the application domain of desktop computers. Architectural evolution in this field is concentrated on increasing clock speed while minimizing performance penalty of longer pipeline and suppressing power consumption overhead by using intelligent clock speed and voltage control [1]. Although various techniques are used to prevent negative effects, super-pipelining induces decrease in IPC and fast clock speed requires more power [2][3]. Therefore architectural enhancement that can fundamentally overcome these problems is needed.

Some researchers tried to adopt multithreading to embedded processors [4][5]. They added multiple register sets for multiple hardware contexts and made instructions from multiple threads issue-able cycle by cycle while keeping the other part of the processor unchanged. This architecture type is a kind of fine-grain multithreading. With this simple multithreading, they intended to improve response of processors to randomly triggered events because multithreading architecture does not require context switching on interrupt handling. However, the throughput of these processors is limited to 1 IPC even in ideal cases. Although they invest the largest overhead of multithreading, multiple register sets, the potential of multithreading cannot be fully exploited in the fine-grain multithreading architecture. It is mainly because issue width is restricted to one instruction while more TLP (Thread Level Parallelism) exist. As a result, previous multithreading processors improve response of the processor when multiple events are pending and make real performance closer to the ideal level by switching threads dynamically in wasted cycles.

Enhanced architectures that can improve architectural performance are superscalar and SMT (Simultaneous MultiThreading) [6]. However, it is impossible to use these gigantic processor architectures for our target application that requires tiny and simple hardware, unless it is simplified dramatically. A few researches tried to adopt the SMT technique to embedded applications. However, they are very limited to the applications that require massive parallel data processing such as network processors. In most cases, the complexity is not a matter of concern because the equipments have sufficient space and stable power supply [7][8].